Because of the rich dynamical structure of videos and their ubiquity in everyday life, it is a natural idea that video data could serve as a powerful unsupervised learning signal for training visual representations in deep neural networks. However, instantiating this idea, especially at large scale, has remained a significant artificial intelligence challenge. Here we present the Video Instance Embedding (VIE) framework, which extends powerful recent unsupervised loss functions for learning deep nonlinear embeddings to multi-stream temporal processing architectures on large-scale video datasets. We show that VIE-trained networks substantially advance the state of the art in unsupervised learning from video datastreams, both for action recognition in the Kinetics dataset, and object recognition in the ImageNet dataset. We show that a hybrid model with both static and dynamic processing pathways is optimal for both transfer tasks, and provide analyses indicating how the pathways differ. Taken in context, our results suggest that deep neural embeddings are a promising approach to unsupervised visual learning across a wide variety of domains.
Introduction
Videos are the natural input to any real-world visual system, as physically-embedded visual sensors cannot avoid capturing sequences of images over the course of time. Moreover, a video's temporal sequence often contains information about dynamics and events in the world that is both correlated with and richer than that in its unordered set of frames. For example, as objects and agents move through the environment and interact with each other, they give rise to characteristic patterns of visual change that strongly correlate with their visual and physical identities, including object category, geometric shape, texture, mass, deformability, motion tendencies, and many other properties. It is thus an attractive hypothesis that ubiquitiously available natural videos could serve as a powerful signal for unsupervised learning of visual representations for both static and dynamic visual tasks.
However, it has been challenging to embody this hypothesis in a concrete neural network that can consume unlabelled video data to learn useful feature representations, especially in the context of at-scale real-world applications. This challenge is due in part to the lack of clarity about which neural network architectures are best for processing video data, to the paucity of high-quality largescale video datasets, and to the substantial engineering overhead of applying deep learning to video datastreams. Improvements in GPU-based computing frameworks have ameliorated some of the most pressing computational issues [22] , while several efforts have assembled larger-scale curated video benchmarks [20, 13, 1] . Work in supervised video classification, action recognition and video captioning have proposed novel combinations of two-and three-dimensional convolutional structures that are increasingly well-suited to video feature extraction [6] .
Perhaps the biggest source of difficulty in making progress on unsupervised video learning, though, is that unsupervised learning has presented a formidable challenge even for the case of single static images. Until very recently, the gap in representational power between the features learned by unsupervised and supervised neural networks has been very substantial, to the point where the former were unsuitable for use in any at-scale visual task. However, recent advances in learning with deep visual embeddings have begun to produce unsupervised representations that rival the visual task transfer power of representations learned by their supervised counterparts [31, 30, 34, 3] . These methods leverage simple but apparently strong heuristics about data separation and clustering to iteratively bootstrap feature representations that increasingly better capture subtle natural image statistics. As a result, it is now possible to obtain unsupervised deep convolutional neural networks that achieve substantially higher transfer performance on challenging tasks such as ImageNet classification [5] than that of the "early modern" deep networks (such as AlexNet [11] ) directly supervised for the ImageNet task.
In this work, we extend these methods to case of video, introducing the Video Instance Embedding (VIE) method for unsupervised learning from video stream input. In VIE, videos are projected into a compact latent space via a deep neural network, whose parameters are then tuned to optimally distribute embedded video instances so that similar videos aggregate while dissimilar videos separate. We find VIE to be dramatically better than previous state-of-the-art unsupervised video learning methods, both for action recognition in the Kinetics dataset and object classification in ImageNet. We evaluate several possibilities for the unsupervised VIE loss function, finding that the Local Aggregation metric, which has previously been shown to be state-of-the-art in single-frame unsupervised learning [34] , is also better in the video context. We also explore several neural network embedding and frame sampling architectures, finding that different temporal sampling statistics are better priors for different transfer tasks, and that a two-stream static-dynamic architecture is optimal. We present analyses of the learned feature representation giving some intuition as to how the two-stream model works, and a series of ablation studies illustrating the importance of key architectural choices.
Related Work
Unsupervised Learning of Deep Visual Embeddings. In this work, we employ a framework derived from ideas first introduced in the recent literature on unsupervised learning of embeddings for single images [31, 30] . In the Instance Recognition (IR) task [31] , a deep nonlinear image embedding is trained to maximize the distances between different images while minimizing distances between augmentations (e.g. crops) of a given image, thus maximizing the network's ability to recognize individual visual instances. In the Local Aggregation (LA) task [34] , the embedding allows selected groups of image instances to aggregate, dynamically determining the groupings based on a local clustering measure. Conceptually, the LA approach resembles a blending of IR and the also-recent DeepCluster method [3] , and is more powerful than either IR or DeepCluster alone, achieving stateof-the-art results on unsupervised learning with static images. Our VIE method is an extension of single-image LA that can handle sequences of images and constructs embeddings of entire videos.
Supervised Training of Video Networks. Neural networks have been used for a variety of supervised video tasks, including captioning [15] and 3D shape extraction [18, 2] , but the architectures deployed in those works are quite different from those used here. The structures we employ are more directly inspired by work on supervised action recognition. A core architectural choice explored in this literature is how and where to use 2D single-frame vs 3D multi-frame convolution. A purely 2D approach is the Temporal Relational Network (TRN) [33] , which processes aggregates of 2D convolutional features using MLP readouts. Methods such as I3D [4] have shown that combinations of both 2D and 3D can be useful, deploying 2D processing on RGB videos and 3D convolution on an optical flow component. A current high-performing architecture for action recognition is the SlowFast network [6] , which computes mixed 2D-3D convolutional features from sequences of images at multiple time scales, including a slow branch for low frequency events and a fast branch for higher-frequency events. The dynamic branch of our two-stream architecture is chosen to mimic the most successful SlowFast network parameters. However, we find it useful to include in our architecture a static pathway that is not equivalent to either of the SlowFast branches.
Unsupervised Learning on Videos. The literature on unsupervised video learning is too extensive to review comprehensively here, so we focus our discussion on several of the most relevant recent approaches. Networks such as PredNet [17] , PredRNN [29] , and PredRNN++ [28] are temporal autoencoders, e.g. generative models for the next frame in a video given a current frame. been generated from a wide variety of approaches including the Geometry-Guided CNN [7] , motion masks [23] , the VideoGAN network [26] , a pairwise-frame siamese triplet network [27] , and the Shuffle and Learn approach [19] . All of these approaches appear to be dominated in performance on video transfer learning by the Order Prediction Network (OPN), which, given a set of frames seeks to predict the order in which they occurred within the original video [16] . In this work, we compare to OPN as the strongest available baseline.
Methods
Embedding framework. The general problem of unsupervised learning from videos can be formulated as learning a parameterized function φ θ (·) from input videos V = {v i |i = 1, 2, .., N }, where each v i consists of a sequence of frames {f i,1 , f i,2 , ..., f i,mi }. Our overall approach seeks to embed the videos v i as feature vectors E = {e i } in the D-dimension unit sphere S D = {x ∈ R D+1 with ||x|| 
Although the number of frames in one video can be arbitrary and potentially large, L must usually be fixed for most deep neural networks. Therefore, the input f on any single inference pass is restricted to a subset of frames in v chosen according to a frame sampling strategy ρ -that is, a random variable function such that v ⊂ v for all samples v drawn from ρ(v). Given ρ, we then define the associated Video Instance Embedding (VIE) e for video v as the normed (vector-valued) expectation of e under ρ, i.e.
In addition to choosing φ θ and ρ, we must choose a loss function L : E → R such optimizing L with respect to θ will cause statistically related videos to be grouped together and unrelated videos to be separated. Note that in theory this loss function depends on the whole group of embedded vectors, although in practice it is only ever evaluated on a stochastically-chosen batch at any one time, with dataset-wide effects captured via a memory bank.
In the subsections that follow, we describe natural options for each of these three main components (architecture φ θ , sampling strategy ρ, and loss function L) in greater detail. As we show in Section 4, such choices can not only significantly influence the quality of learned representations, but also can change the focus of the learned representations along the spectrum between static and dynamic information extraction.
Architecture φ and sampling strategy ρ. Recent exploration in supervised action recognition has provided a variety of sensible choices for the form of φ θ . Although very complex network options are possible [4, 9] , since this work is an initial exploration of the interplay between video processing architecture and unsupervised loss functions, we have chosen to concentrate on four published and well verified model families. These are differentiated mainly by how their frame sampling assumptions represent different types of temporal information about the inputs:
1. 2D-CNN with single frames. Although deep 2D convolutional neural networks (CNNs) with single frames as input ignore temporal information in the video during training, they can still leverage context information available in the videos and have been shown to achieve nontrivial performance levels on large-scale video action recognition datasets [4] . They are also useful baselines for measuring the inpact of including temporal information.
2. 3D-CNNs with dense equal sampling. 3D-CNNs, with spatiotemporal filters, can be applied to dense evenly-sampled frame subsets to capture fine-grained temporal information. This simple architecture has proven useful in the R3D networks of [24] .
3. Shared-concatenated 2D-CNNs with sparse unequal sampling. The Temporal Relation Network [33] (TRN) bins videos into half-second clips, chooses L consecutive bins, and randomly samples one frame from each bin. A shared 2D-CNN network is then applied to each frame and its outputs are concatenated in temporal order and fed into an MLP that will create the final (sample) embedding vector. Unlike method 2, this method can capture long-range temporal information through sparse sampling, but as the intervals between frames are uneven, the temporal signal can be very noisy.
4. 2D-3D-CNNs for sparse equal sampling. Addressing the issue of noisy temporal information in the third family, the slow branch of the SlowFast [6] architecture samples frames equally but sparsely from the input video. These frames are then passed through 2D-CNN stages with spatial poolling, applying 3D-CNN layers downstream once spatial redundancy is reduced.
Combinations of these architectures with multiple temporal scales and sampling ranges have also proven useful, as in the I3D [4] approach (a combination of 1 and 2), the SlowFast approach [6] (a combination of 2 and 4), and in our Two Stream network (a combination of 1, 2, and 4). In our experiments ( §4), we implement these families with CNN backbones that, while allowing for small unavoidable differences due to input structure, are otherwise as similar as possible, so that the qualities of learned representations can be fairly compared.
Loss function L. Recent work in unsupervised learning with single image frames has lead to the discovery of useful generic metrics for measuring the quality of deep visual embeddings [31, 34] , including the Instance Recognition (IR) and Local Aggegation (LA) loss functions.
Both IR and LA seek to group similar images together in the embedding space, while separating dissimilar images, differing in how they do so. Applied to large-scale unlabelled image datasets, both methods, especially LA, have achieved effective unsupervised learning results. Here we evaluate both approaches as loss functions for unsupevised video learning. To explain them, we first introduce a simple probabilistic perspective for interpreting compact embedding spaces, introduced in [31] and used in both [31] and [34] . Specifically, the probability that an arbitrary feature e is recognized as a sample of v i is defined to be:
where temperature τ ∈ [0, 1] is a fixed scale hyperparameter. Both {e i } and e are projected onto the L2-unit sphere S D . Note that P (i|e, E) depends on both the specific vector of focus e and the set of all embedded vectors E. With this definition in mind, we can define the IR and LA loss functions, adapted to the video context via eq. 1.
IR algorithm. The VIE-version of the loss used in IR is:
where λ is a regularization hyperparameter, and where for computational efficiency the denominator in P (i|e, E) is estimated through randomly choosing a subset of Q out of all N terms (see [31] Table 1 : Top-1 transfer learning accuracy (%) on the Kinetics and ImageNet validation sets. "Random" means a randomly initialized ResNet-18 without any training. "Supervised-*" means trained with labelled videos for action recognition task. Note that because our backbone is different from that used in [6] supervised performance is not directly comparable to that reported in [6] .
further details). Intuitively, optimizing this loss will group embeddings of frame groups sampled from the same video, which then implicitly gathers other similar videos.
LA algorithm. LA augments the IR concept by allowing for a more flexible dynamic detection of which datapoints should be grouped together. Define the probability that a feature e is recognized as being in a set of videos A as:
For a video v i and its embedding e i , the LA algorithm identifies two sets of neighbors, the close neighbors C i and background neighbors B i . C i is computed via dynamic online k-means clustering, and identifies datapoints expected to be "especially similar" to v i ; B i is computed via k-nearest neighbors method, and sets the scale of distance in terms of which closeness judgements are measured. Given these two neighbor sets, the local aggregation loss function measures the negative log-likelihood of a point being recognized as a close neighbor given that is already a background neighbor:
Intuitively, the LA loss function encourages the emergence of soft clusters of datapoints at multiple scales. See [34] for more details on the LA procedure.
Memory Bank. Both the IR and LA loss functions implicitly require access to all the embedded vectors E to calculate their denominators. However, recomputing E rapidly becomes intractable as dataset size increases. This issue is addressed, as in [31, 30, 34] , by approximating E with a memory bankĒ keeping a running average of the embeddings.
Experiments and Results
Experiment settings. We use the Kinetics dataset [13] to train our models. Kinetics contains approximately 240,000 training videos and 20,000 validation videos, each of approximately 10 seconds in length and labeled in one of 400 action categories. After downloading the videos from YouTube, we standardize to a framerate of 25fps and reshape all frames so that the shortest edge is 320px. During training, we apply spatial random crops to obtain 224 × 224 images after randomly resizing the chosen frames so that their shortest edges are between 256 and 320px, largely following the preprocessing steps in [6] . Additionally, we also apply color noise and random horizontal flip, as used in [31, 34] . All these data augmentation steps are applied at the frame sequence level, meaning that the same spatial window and the same color noise parameters will be chosen for the frames within one sequence. During test, we sample five equally-spaced sequences of frames, resize them so that their shortest side is 256px, and take center 224 × 224 crops. Softmax logits for the five samples are then averaged to generate the final output prediction.
We follow [34] for general network training hyperparameters including initial learning rate, optimizer setting, learning rate decay schedule, batch size, and weight decay coefficient. We follow [31] for all IR-specific parameters. For the LA-specific parameters, we use cluster size m = 8000 for constructing close neighbors C i and nearest neighbor size k = 512 for constructing background neighbors B i . These parameters depart somewhat from the optimal parameters found in [34] , due to the substantial difference in size, and thus density in the embedding space, between the Kinetics training set (240K points) and the ImageNet dataset used in [34] (1.2M points).
We use ResNet-18v2 [10] as the convolutional backbone for all our model families, to achieve a balance between model performance and computation efficiency. For "Family 1" single-frame architectures we directly apply ResNet-18, denoted as VIE-Single. For other families, this backbone is slightly modified to accommodate inputs consisting of multiple images. Specifically for model family 3, we sample four consecutive half-second bins, and then one frame from each bin, using ResNet-18 as the shared 2D-CNN across multiple frames, with the outputs of the Conv5 concatenated channel-wise and input into a fully-connected layer to generate the final embedding. This is a simplified version of the TRN, denoted as VIE-TRN, which runs faster and achieves only slightly lower supervised action-recognition performance than the full 8-frame TRN introduced in [33] . For model family 4, we use the Slow-Only stream introduced in [6] , denoted VIE-Slow, modified to use ResNet-18 rather than ResNet-50, using an even sample of one frame from every 16 to assemble a 4-frame input sequence. As SlowFast has been shown to outperform standard 3D-CNNs in family 2 in both performance and computation efficiency [6] , we did not train any "purely" family 2 models. However, we did train a model combining families 2 and 4, denoted as VIE-Slowfast, based on a ResNet-18 version of the SlowFast network, with 4-frame input to the Slow pathway and 16-frame input to the Fast pathway. After VIE-Single, VIE-Slow, and VIE-Slowfast were trained, we created two-stream models by concatenating their outputs in each layer, yielding VIE-Single + Slow (combining VIE-Single and VIE-Slow) and VIE-Single + Sf (Combining VIE-Single and VIE-Slowfast). Except when indicated, all models are trained using LA loss.
We also implement the existing state-of-the-art unsupervised OPN [16] approach and train it on Kinetics videos, as a control for the VIE variants. This implementation follows the procedure described in the OPN paper as closely as possible, including input size, motion-related frame sampling, the use of frame-wise spatial jittering and channel dropping, and the learning rate schedule. However, for a fair comparison, we use ResNet-18 as the OPN backbone. Our OPN implementation achieves approximately 40% in the order prediction training task on Kinetics, similar to that reported in the original OPN paper, suggesting it is functioning as intended.
Transfer to action recognition. After training all models on the unlabelled videos from Kinetics, we evaluate learned representations on the Kinetics action recognition task in two ways:
Softmax classifier. A standard way to evaluate unsupervised representations is to fix the learned weights and then train linear-softmax readouts from different layers of the model. We implemented this procedure following [34] for hyperparameters such as learning rate, optimizer, batch size, weight decay coefficient, and how the fully connected layers are added, but using the Kinetics-specific data preprocessing and augmentation procedure described above. Since some of the models generate outputs with a temporal dimension, directly adding a fully-connected readout layer would lead to more trainable parameters compared to the single frame models. Thus, to ensure fair comparisons, we average the features along temporal dimension of these models before adding the readout, so that they have the same tensor shape as the corresponding layers of single frame models. To control for the fact that multi-frame models received more total inputs than single-frame models, we also built models denoted "X-Input-Single", which for any given multi-frame model "X" takes the singleframe VIE-Single model, applies it to multiple frames using the same sampling strategy as for the multi-frame model, and then averages across the per-frame outputs before training the softmax classifier. Results are shown in Table 2 : Top-1 accuracy (%) of transfer learning to Kinetics action recognition and ImageNet object recognition from VIE-Single models trained using different amount of videos or with videos cut into different number of bins.
of additional frames. The two-stream combined models achieve the highest performance, with a maximum accuracy of approximately 48.5%. The rank order of unsupervised performances across VIE variants are aligned with that of supervised counterparts, indicating that the unsupervised training procedure can take advantage of increased architectural power when available.
Weighted-kNN on the embedding space. Since the embedding space is trained to cluster similar videos, we also expect a simple untrained k-Nearest-Neighbor classifier on the embedding space to achieve reasonable performance. Following [31, 34] , we implemented a distance-weighted kNN classifier with k = 10. Results are shown Table 1 . Even though results are, as expected, substantially lower than for the trained softmax classifier, VIE methods nonetheless show performance numbers substantially higher than the OPN control even when the latter is evaluated with a trained linear-softmax readout. Consistent with softmax results, multi-frame models outperform single frame models. The LA-based VIE-Single model achieves a performance gain when compared to VIE-Single (IR), consistent with (but smaller in magnitude) than the gap on ImageNet [34] .
Transfer to static object categorization. To determine the extent to which the VIE procedure might learn general visual representations, we also evaluate the learned representations for transfer to image categorization in ImageNet [5] , also using softmax classifiers. For models requiring multi-frame inputs, we generate a "static video" by tiling still images across multiple frames. Results are shown in Table 1 . Unlike for the case of action recognition, for the ImageNet transfer task, the multi-frame models are substantially worse than the single frame models and show a performance drop at the highest convolutional layer. Moreover, the transfer performance of the single-frame unsupervised model trained on Kinetics is substantially better than that of any model supervised on Kinetics. Taken together, these results strongly suggest that the features that contribute to high performance on action recognition -e.g. processing of dynamical patterns -are not optimal for static-image performance. However, the relatively high performance of the single-stream Kinetics-trained unsupervised model -and the much higher performance of the two-stream combined models, which are the best here, as they are for the action recognition transfer -shows that the VIE procedure can achieve useful generalization, even when train and test datasets are as widely divergent as Kinetics and ImageNet.
Analysis
Video retrieval. To further investigate the idea that multi-frame models develop representations focusing on the dynamic features, while single-frame models better extract static information, we conduct a video retrieval study using distance in the video embedding space. Representative examples are shown in Figure 2 . VIE-Slowfast appears to extract context-free dynamic information, while VIE-Single is more biased by per-frame context. For example, in the "cleaning shoes" query, the two nearest VIE-Slowfast neighbors share a common dynamic (hands actions) with the query video, while hand and shoe position and the backgrounds all vary. Meanwhile, VIE-Single only captures object semantics (the presence of the hand), lacking information about the movement that hand will make. The retrieval failures likewise exemplify this result: in the bandaging and baking cookies examples, VIE-Slowfast captures high-level motion patterns inaccessible to the static pathway.
Benefit from more data. Although VIE achieves state-of-the-art unsupervised learning performance on Kinetics, its learned representation is worse on ImageNet validation than its unsupervised counterpart directly trained on the (much larger) ImageNet training set [34] . To test whether VIE would benefit from more unlabelled videos, we subsample the Kinetics training set and retrain (see Table 2 ). Although performance on action recognition in Kinetics itself has largely asymptoted, transfer perfor- mance to ImageNet increases consistently and substantially without obviously saturating, indicating representation generalizability would benefit if more data were available.
Entire videos versus shorter clips. A key idea in VIE is to embed entire videos into the latent space, which is intended to leverage contextual information contained in the video. This may work even for multi-scene videos with divergent sub-portions (a common occurrence in Kinetics), as the embedding could learn to situate such videos in the latent space so as to retain this structure. As an initial test of the validity of this approach, we generated new training datasets by dividing each video into equal-length bins and then use these new datasets to train VIE-Single models. Transfer learning results from these models (Table 2) show that full-video VIE-Single outperforms both 2-bin and 5-bin models, especially on ImageNet transfer learning performance, supporting the choice of embedding entire videos and also indicating that even better performance may be obtained using longer, more contextually complex videos.
Discussion
We have described the VIE method, an approach that combines multi-streamed video processing architectures with unsupervised deep embedding learning, and shown initial evidence that VIE is promising for large-scale unsupervised video learning.
However, there are a number of critical limitations in the current method that will need to be overcome in future work. A natural direction for improvement of the architecture is to investigate the use of recurrent neural network (RNN) motifs [12, 21] , especially attention mechanisms [25] , for better temporal processing. Within the context of the two-stream model, exploring better stream integration is also of interest. Our current results are likely impacted by limitations in the Kinetics dataset, especially for harnessing the importance of dynamic processing, since even in the supervised case, single-frame performance is comparatively high. Seeking out and evaluating VIE on additional datasets will be critical -perhaps most importantly, for applications involving large and previously uncurated video data where the potential impact of unsupervised learning is especially high. It will also be critical to test VIE in video task domains other than classification, including object tracking, dynamic 3D shape reconstruction and many others.
Deep neural networks optimized for object recognition have been shown to model neural responses in the primate ventral visual pathway [32, 14] , a series of brain areas involved in processing static image stimuli. But primates have another visual pathway, the dorsal stream [8] , that is more sensitive to dynamic stimuli. It will be interesting to use neural mapping methods [32] to determine whether the single-and multi-frame VIE pathways better model the ventral and dorsal streams, respectively.
